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introduction

reacting to
change

Revolution. And this change has so many
different factors: massive strides in global
wealth and rising per capita incomes
– particularly in the BRIC nations – are
seeing massive changes in consumer travel
patterns and requirements; yet at the same
time, while the global financial crisis is over
for most, the USA has only just been brought
back from the brink of financial disaster. And
bubbling through all this is the Middle East

It’s a fast changing world – and an
unsettled one. Political turmoil
and social unrest in the Middle East
dominate the news, while more
quietly – but equally importantly – fast
developing Asian economies are seeing
a major shift in the economic powerbase
from West to East. Economies in certain
parts of the world have never been so
unstable – the recent debt crisis in the
USA is stark evidence of this. But this
transformation, in reality, has been
underway since the end of the Cold War,
and all the signs are that it will
continue and compound for at least
another decade.

unrest in Egypt, Libya and Syria.
As an industry, we cannot expect not
to be affected by these changes, but
understanding how these changes will affect
us is vital. In agreeing the Conference theme
this year, it was therefore key for us to

This year’s
Conference and
Workshops event
took a great
deal of careful
planning – thanks
to all the team
who worked so
hard on putting
this all together
so well.

introduce a leading global personality with
a high-level perspective on these changes
from a geopolitical viewpoint and who could

now expanded to include the important

give a vision on how these changes (and

Cruise and Ferry sectors – two important

The balance of power is changing and it is

others) will impact businesses. Inviting

channels of distribution, which we have

a change which is likely to redefine entire

former Secretary General of the United

perhaps not given enough attention

civilizational blocs. It is the most profound

Nations, Kofi Annan, to speak seemed a

to in the past. ‘Emerging Asia’ is the

geopolitical change since the end of World

natural choice. As a truly respected global

theme for Wednesday’s workshop and,

War II, possibly the most profound change

statesman and visionary, Secretary General

as always, this is vital for anyone doing

in human history since the Industrial

Annan will draw on his experience to assess

business in Asia or planning to. As usual

current political, economic and social events

we have a great line-up of speakers and

in the world today, mapping out his vision of

presentations for both – don’t miss them!

the present and the future.

This year’s Conference and Workshops

It has been five years since we welcomed a

event took a great deal of careful planning

leading global political figure of this calibre to

– thanks to all the team who worked so

address the forum and we are honoured that

hard on putting this all together so well.

he has accepted. Our moderator, Stephen
Sackur, will question Kofi Annan on some
of these changes and what the industry can
expect – it promises to be riveting.
Supported by presentations from economist
and business school professor Stéphane
Garelli and Salvatore Ferragamo CEO
Michele Norsa, this morning’s conference
will be a truly eye-opening experience. This
conference will be introduced, as always, by
TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen.
TFWA Conferences & Research sub-committee: Patrick Bouchard, Puig; Matthew Hodges, Rémy
Cointreau International; Carla Guiducci, Giorgio Armani; Santiago Llairo, JTI Trading S.A.; Thom
Rankin, VP Conferences and Research, TFWA; and Alexandra Schimel-Fila, Zilli.

Download
the TFWA
World
Exhibition
app
A fantastic new app for iPhone and BlackBerry
has been launched for TFWA World Exhibition.
It is an invaluable resource for visitors to this
year’s event, containing details of the week’s
programme, full list of exhibitors and their
stand location, and all onsite services.
It is the perfect tool to maximise your time
at TFWA World Exhibition.

And that’s not all this week. We have
two excellent workshops, starting with
our reformulated Tuesday Airline event,

Thom Rankin
Vice-President Conferences
& Research, TFWA

Members’ Breakfast
TFWA will be hosting a Members’ Breakfast at 09:00 on Friday 23 September in the TFWA
Lounge. The breakfast is open to all TFWA Members. The TFWA Lounge is located in the
Golden Village, Level 1.

Majestic Restaurant
The Majestic Hotel is offering a special menu for TFWA World
Exhibition delegates at its Majestic Restaurant on the beach.
Delegates must make advance bookings and present their
badge to take advantage of this special offer.

The new app is the latest element of TFWA’s
evolving communications strategy, which
has embraced new technologies, including

Tel: +33 (0) 4 92 98 77 30 or 77 32

the improved, interactive website, e-news
communication and online Exhibition
Directory, which is new for this year.
Download the app now at: www.TFWA.com

This deal is in addition to the lunch menu offered by the Bay
Restaurant, situated within the Palais des Festivals outside
the Bay Village.
TFWA DAILY – 3
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opening cocktail
Last night’s Opening Cocktail was held at the Palm Beach, where guests were able to
catch-up with friends old and new before a busy week of business. The highlight was
a spectacular fireworks display, courtesy of the city of Cannes.
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01 Neuhaus’ William Legallais, travel retail manager,
Americas, Europe and Middle East, and an extensive
Aldeasa-World Duty Free delegation: Isabel Zarza,
strategy & corporate development director; Pedro Castro,
international operations director; Padraig Drennan,
managing director, UK & North America,
and Sarah Branquinho, business relations & external
affairs director.

01

02 Sebastien Guerra, retail director, travel retail
worldwide, Christian Dior Parfums, and Sylvie Lavagno,
Vice President Marketing, TFWA.
03 Marlies Wals, account manager duty free, Gerzon;
Bianca van der Hoorn, account manager, Gerzon; Thom
Rankin, Vice President Conferences & Research, TFWA;
and Mariëtte Zonjee, senior manager duty free, Gerzon.
04 Missing the Rugby World Cup to be in Cannes: From
New Zealand – Jo Spencer, fragrance buyer, Farmers
Department Stores, and Andrew Berryman, managing
director, BDM Grange.

05 Art Miller, managing director global travel retail Asia

02

Pacific distributor markets, Revlon, with Qatar Duty Free’s
Keith Hunter, senior vice president; J Alan Edwards,
senior advisor/consultant and Devesh Kuwadekar,
marketing manager.
06 Antares Cheng, group managing director, King Power,
Judy Yan, PA to Mr Cheng and David Dayan, international
director, Parker Travel Retail.

03

07 Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail's Peter Sant,
managing director; Gabriela Mier Y Teran, marketing
director; Joel Lafon, director; and Francois Van Aal, area

04

director Americas.
08 Mr and Mrs Alberto Motta Jr, Motta Internacional, and
Erik Juul-Mortensen, President, TFWA.
09 Abílo Soeiro, chairman, Boutiques de Maputo Duty Free;
Corinne Berrios, export area director, Chanel, and Caroline
and Antoine Bucaille, Selective Brands.
10 Ashraf El Gewely, International Trading Center Group;
Electra P. Plematia, assistant export manager – Export
Division, Karelia; and Alex Chaves, managing director, Equss.

05

07

06

08

09

10
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A brand
new world

Today – 09:00-11:15
Grand Auditorium (Level 1),
Palais des Festivals
Complimentary access to all badge holders

A reminder that the TFWA World
Exhibition Conference takes place this
morning. Delegates will hear from a
line-up of high-level speakers, with
expertise in geopolitics, economics
and the luxury business.

Michele Norsa,
Chief Executive
Officer, Salvatore
Ferragamo, will
examine how a
traditional luxury
brand can adapt
to a changing
world and the new
profile of emerging
consumers.

Erik Juul-Mortensen, TFWA President,
will open the conference with his traditional
state of the industry address. He will reflect
on the current evolution of the global duty
free and travel retail industry, as it adapts to
new geopolitical and economic realities. The

Kofi Annan, former SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, will
deliver a thought-provoking
address, offering his vision of
‘A brand new world’ and the
implications for the industry.

Stephane Garelli, economist and business
school professor, will offer a refreshing
perspective on the global economic
situation, highlighting the factors that
will influence growth in each region, and
where future potential among specific
consumer groups really lies.

impact of external forces on the industry will

Michele Norsa, Chief Executive Officer,

be another key theme, while there will also be

Salvatore Ferragamo, will examine how

a special focus on the impact of technological

a traditional luxury brand can adapt to

innovation and new means of communication.

a changing world and the new profile of

Juul-Mortensen will call on the industry to

emerging consumers. As Asian consumers

embrace new changes, in order to adapt to a

become increasingly important, how do

brand new, ever-changing world.

high-end brands adapt and compromise

Kofi Annan, former Secretary-General

between traditional values and new trends

of the United Nations, will deliver a thought-

and fashions? Norsa will reflect on this and

provoking address, offering his vision of ‘A

also the importance of new technology in

brand new world’ and the implications for

the retail space, and how to keep pace with

the industry. A respected global statesman,

digital evolution.

he served two terms as Secretary-General

Stephane Garelli, economist and

of the United Nations, from January 1997

business school professor, will offer

to December 2006. Annan is credited with

a refreshing perspective on the global

revitalising the UN through a comprehensive

economic situation, highlighting the factors

programme of reform and in 2001, he and

that will influence growth in each region,

the United Nations were jointly awarded the

and where future potential among specific

Nobel Prize for Peace.

consumer groups really lies. Garelli will

Annan will touch upon the economic and

compare traditional economies with

political issues affecting the world today

emerging economies, while also examining

and provide insights into the long-term

how brands and businesses can adapt their

implications of the unrest in North Africa

business models to become more innovative

and the Middle East.

and competitive in ‘A brand new world’.

Airline, Cruise
& Ferry Workshop
tomorrow
This year, the scope of the
traditional Airline Workshop has
been broadened to include two
additional distribution channels:
the Cruise and Ferry sectors. The
workshop takes place tomorrow
morning (Tuesday 20 September)
between 08:00 and 09:00 at Riviera
Beach (The Scene tent).

that can be shared and applied across
the sectors. The session will provide
insights into ancillary revenue innovation;
innovative initiatives from the cruise
sector; and insights into the evolution of
ferry retailing in Europe.

Raphael Bejar, CEO, Airsavings
Magnus Ehrenberg, Chief Executive,
Ehrenberg Kommunikation

customer profiles may differ, there are

Pierre Freyssinet, CEO, Uleo Holding
Trevor Moore, Buying & Merchandising

undoubted synergies, with experiences

Director, Harding Brothers

While the retailing environments and

BMW
courtesy
cars
6 – TFWA DAILY

TFWA would like to thank BMW
for providing courtesy cars
under a special partnership
during this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition.

leisure and social activities
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PLAY time
The leisure and social programme at TFWA World Exhibition provides many of the highlights
of the week. This year sees the 10th anniversary of The Scene, with a special Birthday Party
planned on Wednesday night and a spectacular closing night on Thursday.

Drinks
International
Travel Retail
Awards
Tuesday 20 September,
18:00 - 20:00
Bay Restaurant
Drinks and canapés will be served from
18:00, with the awards being announced
at 18:45 sharp.

��th Frontier
Awards
Wednesday 21 September,
18:30 - 22:30
Hôtel Martinez
A night of celebration aiming to recognise
outstanding examples of marketing,
innovation and retail excellence.
Dress code: Black tie
Ticket holders only

8 – TFWA DAILY

Entrance by
invitation only
(please note that
your exhibition
badge must be
presented)

Le Premium
Evening

Monday 19 to Thursday 22

with an exclusive selection

September, 22:00-02:00

of music and exciting

Riviera Beach

entertainment. So make sure

Thursday 22 September, 19:30

The Scene celebrates its 10th

years of passion, panache

Palm Beach

anniversary this year. The

and great festivities at

luxurious private venue on

The Scene n°10!

you an unforgettable evening

you join everyone to mark 10

Always a highlight of the week,

the beach is established as

this year’s Le Premium Evening

the focal point for late night

will be truly spectacular. The

socialising. Two very special

Closing Night

evening includes a black tie gala

events take place this year:

Thursday 22 September

dinner and a private concert by
world-renowned, award-winning

The festivities will reach a

singer-songwriter James Blunt.

Birthday Party

crescendo on Thursday night

It will provide a fitting finale to a

Wednesday 21 September

with a performance from an

successful week.
Dress code: Black tie
Entrance by invitation only (part of full delegate
status) Shuttle service available from all major hotels.
Seats are limited. Please visit Le Premium Evening
desk before 3pm on Thursday to book your table.

international live band – The
A special night for a very

White Cats! Don’t miss out –

special anniversary – The

come and join in the fun, dance

Scene, sponsored by TFWA,

the night away and celebrate

will celebrate its 10th

this milestone anniversary. See

birthday in style. We promise

you there!

charitable initiative
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DFS and William
Grant & Sons
support Hand in
Hand for Haiti

presented with a certificate authenticating
date bottled, years matured, individual
bottle and limited edition numbers.
Described as a true connoisseur’s
choice, Glenfiddich 1973 Cask No.
9899 is said to exude a brilliant
and complex aroma of fresh floral
notes, rose petals and violets,
combined with deeper berry fruits
and oaky spices. A vibrant mouth
feel delivers an abundance of
seductive flavours, including
candied orange peel, creamy
butter toffee, fresh baked

DFS and William Grant & Sons, maker
of Glenfiddich, have partnered to show
continued support for the rebuilding
of Haiti after the catastrophic
earthquake that ravaged the country
in January 2010. A limited number of
bottles of Glenfiddich 1973 Cask No.
9899 are being offered as a special
thank you to DFS prestige clients
around the world for supporting this
important initiative, and every penny
is being donated to the Hand in Hand
for Haiti charity.

apple pie, warm spices, a
delicate vanilla oakiness
and subtle aromas gleaned
from its long years of
maturing in an American
oak hogshead cask.
The bottling is the result
of close collaboration
between DFS and William
Grant & Sons in support
of Hand in Hand for Haiti.
It is hoped that this very
special offering can make
a significant contribution

Glenfiddich 1973 Cask No. 9899 is an

be bottled as a single cask. The entire

towards funding this

exceptional Glenfiddich Single Malt Scotch

Glenfiddich 1973 Cask No. 9899 is being

important project.

Whisky, which belongs to the Glenfiddich

bottled exclusively to support this charity.

Rare Collection. It is one of just a small

No-one else in the world will ever be able

number of outstanding casks reserved

to purchase this extremely rare bottle.

by the Malt Master because of its quality

Each precious bottle of Glenfiddich 1973

and character, and hand-selected to

Cask No. 9899–Rare Collection will be

Dubai Duty Free
sales up 17%
heading into Q4

A limited number of bottles of Glenfiddich 1973 Cask No. 9899 are being offered as
a special thank you to DFS prestige clients around the world, and every penny is
being donated to the Hand in Hand for Haiti charity.

(up 25% to US$106m), while categories
such as Electronics have seen a sharp
increase (up 22% to US$72m) and
Watches have grown by an impressive
38% to US$63 million.
“All of this indicates that travellers
are spending again, or at least certain
nationalities are continuing to spend,”
added McLoughlin. “I think that having
the right product mix, having the latest

Dubai Duty Free retained its position
as the single largest airport retail
operation in the world for the third
consecutive year in 2010, with sales of
US$1.27 billion. Figures for the yearto-date indicate that another record
year will be achieved in 2011. Sales of
US$927 million were recorded to the
end of August – an impressive 17%
increase year-on-year.

“We are extremely pleased that 2011

product range and where possible,

continues to be such a positive year. We

continuing to work with suppliers on retail

have seen consumer spending increase

exclusives, have contributed towards the

across most categories, including

increase in sales. Looking ahead to the

significant growth in the luxury sector,”

end of this year, we expect our sales to

said Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice

reach US$1.4 billion.”

Chairman, Dubai Duty Free.

Significant increases in sales are reported

The top three selling categories continue

across all three terminals, with sales in T1

to be Perfumes (up 21% to US$134m),

up by 15%, in T2 by 34% and in T3 by 17%.

Liquor (up 17% to US$126m) and Gold

McLoughlin explained that Dubai Duty
Free’s priorities for the remainder of this
year and moving into next year are to
continue to drive sales, to increase spend
per head for both departing and arriving
passengers, and to increase penetration.
“Another priority is to manage our growth
and expansion plans, which include the
ongoing ‘tweaking’ of the existing retail
operation, including a refurbishment in T2,
and rolling out the plans for the opening
of Concourse 3 at Dubai International,
where we will operate a further 8,000sqm

Dubai Duty Free recorded sales of
US$927 million to the end of August
– a 17% increase year-on-year. The
Electronics category grew by 22% to
US$72m.

retail area. Our staffing levels will
need to increase in line with this and
our recruitment plans will ramp up
accordingly next year,” he said. “All in all,

Colm McLoughlin,
Executive Vice
Chairman, Dubai
Duty Free:
"We are extremely
pleased that 2011
continues to be
such a positive
year. We have
seen consumer
spending
increase across
most categories,
including
significant
growth in the
luxury sector."

it is a very exciting time.”
TFWA DAILY – 11
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The Nuance Group is investing approximately CHF20 million in
its European operations, refurbishing or developing more than
7,500sqm of retail space across the portfolio.

Tourism trends suggest
optimistic industry outlook
As European tourism continues to rebound following a tough period brought about by a number of factors
– ranging from the global economic crisis to ash cloud-induced airspace closures – there is an increasing
optimism that this points to a positive forecast for the travel retail industry. Julian Diaz, CEO, Dufry Group,
and Andrea Belardini, CEO Europe, The Nuance Group, outlined their thoughts to Ryan Ghee.
Positive tourism trends within
Europe naturally correlate with
a positive forecast for the travel
retail sector and the forecasts of the
European Travel Commission offer an
encouraging outlook for the industry.

“Turnover of our operations which

increase, both Dufry Group and The Nuance

organisationally belong to Region Europe

Group have specific strategies in place

grew by +10.5% at constant FX (foreign

to maximise their offer to the consumer.

exchange) rates. All major operations in

Through the ‘Dufry Plus One’ initiative,

Europe performed well and especially

the former is focusing on new customer

France, Italy, Spain and Switzerland posted a

research, improving in-store merchandise,

solid growth.”

a global promotions plan, a brands plan,

According to the ‘European Tourism 2011

For Dufry, Region Europe contributed 11%

sales training, and assortment optimisation

– Trends & Prospects’ report, which covers

to the turnover of the Group in the first half

and an adequate pricing policy. The latter,

Q2 2011: “The first half of the year has

of 2011 and in terms of performance growth,

meanwhile, is investing approximately

produced encouraging results across all

the region was bettered only by Region

CHF20 million in its European operations,

regions. It appears that – even if the market

South America, which increased its turnover

refurbishing or developing more than

slows as expected – international visits will

by +26.7% at constant FX rates. Region

7,500sqm of retail space across the portfolio.

reach prior (2008) peaks in 2011.”

Africa’s turnover fell by -14.5% – largely

The report continues: “Air passenger

due to the political turmoil in North Africa –

Consumer confidence

demand is exhibiting sustained strength as

while Region Eurasia remained practically

While rising passenger numbers and an

the year progresses with North American

stable. Region Central America & Caribbean

increase in tourism are both important

and intra-European routes growing at a

and Region North America saw increases of

factors in terms of driving travel retail footfall,

sustainable pace.”

+2.9% and +9% respectively.

consumer confidence is, of course, vital.

Figures for the year-to-date up until May

This strong European performance is also

However, while confidence levels are far higher

suggest that 19 of the 21 countries included in

highlighted by the year-to-date figures from

than at the height of the economic crisis in

the board in terms of consumer confidence”.

the report have recorded growth, with seven of

The Nuance Group. “It is true that passenger

2009, there is still work to be done to convince

He concluded: “The last few years have

traffic is performing strongly across Europe

the consumer to part with their money.

taught us that consumer confidence is by

and this is reflected in sales that, at constant

Although Diaz explained that “organic

no means certain, and it is clear that our

European strength

rate, are posting an increase of +6% at the

growth of +7.9%” in the first half of

industry will continue to be tested by global

As passenger demand increases, so

end of August, and up +2.6% on 2010 (based

2011 indicates strengthening consumer

events and ongoing financial uncertainties

does the sales potential of the travel

on constant exchange rates), so we are

confidence, Belardini explained that in

in some parts of the world. Clearly,

retail industry. “The increase in inbound

trading well and on target,” said Belardini.

many operations, spend per passenger is

strong consumer confidence positively

passengers is reflected in our half-year

With the tourism recovery set to continue

decreasing and “despite growing traveller

impacts consumer spending power and is

results for 2011 very well,” Diaz explained.

and with travel retail footfall expected to

numbers, the picture is not as bright across

fundamental to the success of our industry.”

these posting growth of +10% or more.

Diaz: “In 2010 we saw a clear improvement in consumer
confidence after the financial crisis occurred in 2009. For
Dufry, the organic growth is one indicator for this. In our
half-year results, we had an organic growth of +7.9%.”
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Exhibitor
addendum
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

LES ATELIERS DE LA MAILLE – Blue Village D3
Contact:................................... Gary Spilet
Tel:.......................................... +33 142 338 583
Email:...................................... gary.spilet@lesateliersdelamaille.com
Address: 42 rue des Jeuneurs, Paris, 75002, France

PIANA CLERICO SINCE 1582 – Yellow Village E42
Contact:................................... Gérard Laboisse
Tel:.......................................... +39 015 355 517
Email:...................................... glaboisse@gmail.com
Address: Via Milano 82, Biella, 13900, Italy

Fragrances & Cosmetics

NOUGAT LONDON – Riviera Village RE3
Contact:................................... Philippa Thomas
Tel:.......................................... +44 207 323 2222
Email:...................................... pipt@nougatlondon.co.uk
Address: 5th floor, 19/20 Berners Street, London, W1T 3NW, UK

NUXE – Blue Village F23
Contact:................................... Géraldine Pra
Tel:.......................................... +33 153 530 750
Email:...................................... gpra@nuxe.com
Address: 19 rue Péclet, Paris, 75015, France

Wine & Spirits

FOLLADOR PROSECCO – Blue Village G13
Contact:................................... Naomi Wood
Tel:.......................................... +39 (0)4 381 890 653
Email:...................................... naomi@follador.co.uk
Address: Via Gravette 42, Col San Martino, Treviso, 31010, Italy

MOSES VODKA – Yellow Village E30
Contact:................................... Nadav David
Tel:.......................................... +358 505 004 443
Email:...................................... nadav.david@globaldrinksfinland.com
Address: Puistokatu 3 A 2, Helsinki, 00140, Finland
16 – TFWA DAILY
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sustainability

TFWA committed to sustainability
TFWA is committed to sustainability,
and aims to ensure that its activities
are socially and environmentally
responsible. Indeed, at TFWA World
Exhibition 2010, the Association
adopted its Sustainable Development
Charter, which is a specific action plan
to limit the impact of the Association’s
current and future negative
environmental footprint.
One of TFWA's objectives in the future is to
be able to measure the impact of its events in
terms of carbon emissions; this calculation
would take into account emissions produced
onsite. TFWA is committed to compensating,
either totally or partially, its carbon footprint
through official programmes that aim to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions in other
regions of the world or through approved
reforestation programmes.
In the meantime the association has
taken a number of actions to ensure the
sustainability of its signage at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition, with special
attention paid to the inks used and a focus
on the recovery and recycling of materials.
The Palais des Festivals similarly continues
its environmental efforts and in 2009 it was
triple QSE-certified: Quality, Safety and
Environment. A key priority this year is waste

Programme’ in Trivandrum in South India,

recycling. In 2010, recycled and developed

which aims to provide professional training

waste exceeded 60%; the objective in 2012 is

for around 450 disadvantaged youths (mainly

to recycle all waste.

girls) who have dropped out of education;

TFWA’s responsible environmental approach

Rett Syndrome Research Trust – a foundation

is part of a broader Corporate Social

dedicated to research into the treatment

Responsibility strategy, which follows various

of the physically disabling autistic disorder

initiatives undertaken under the auspices of

Retts syndrome; Cosmetic Executive Women

TFWA Care. The projects being supported by

Foundation – which by providing beauticians

TFWA Care this year include: Toutes à l’école

to hospitals supports the important role

– an education project for underprivileged

that self-esteem and cosmetics can play in

girls in Cambodia; La Fondation Motrice – a

women’s recovery from illness; and The Lotus

Paris-based organisation whose aim is to

Flower Trust, which helps disadvantaged

fund research into Cerebral Palsy, one of the

young people in remote areas of India by

most frequent types of motor impairment

building new, or renovating old schools,

among children; Aide et Action’s ‘iLead

homes and orphanages.

Helicopter service
Azur Hélicoptère, as an official partner of
TFWA World Exhibition, is offering special
discounted rates to all participants!
One-way trip: 199/person (+115 tax per
person). Scheduled return flights (every 30
minutes) will operate between Nice Airport
and the city of Cannes.
Also for your convenience, a complimentary
shuttle service will be available in Cannes
itself for transfers between the heliport and

Panoramic flights over Cannes
croisette and Lérins islands

your final destination downtown (hotel on
the Croisette, Palais des Festivals, etc.)

Departure from Cannes heliport

For reservations, please contact:
7/7 booking: + 33 (0)4 93 90 40 70

Minimum 2 persons

After 7PM 7/7: + 33 (0)6 84 53 55 82
infos@azurhelico.com

535 per person
TFWA DAILY – 17
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01

02

Major
brands
debuting
in Cannes

There is a wide range of companies either
exhibiting at TFWA World Exhibition for the
first time, or returning after an absence.
Here we highlight a selection.

Nougat London 01

Gattinoni – Marcorossi 02

Riviera Village RE3

Green Village M49

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Who buys your products?

Nougat London Limited started life as a

We feel that TFWA World Exhibition is a

For three generations, the Marcorossi

Our customers are above all modern women

fashion collection in London’s West End

natural progression for us in 2011. We

Group has produced and distributed fashion

and men who are searching for quality

in 1990. The first Nougat collection was

believe it will introduce us to some of

bags and accessories. The management

products that are unique and distinctive. Our

inspired by the glamour and intrigue of film

the most influential buyers in the travel

experience and the continuous innovations

target is a high-level market.

noir, focusing on the refined elegance of the

retail industry. Nougat London is quickly

of the company allow the group to evolve

screen sirens of yesteryear. This signature

establishing itself as an innovative and

day by day, thanks to the investments and

Why exhibit now?

style has remained, whilst each season

luxury brand and has developed a strong

technological know-how. The company

We are deeply convinced that the visibility of

injects a unique story from ‘Flirty Nauticals’

cult following from our loyal fans, and we

has evolved over the last few years and

our products is everything. In order to reach

to ethereal floral prints. Fast-forward 21

now wish to establish a strong fan base in

transformed into a globally integrated firm

our goals, we need to increase our presence

years and much of the company’s original

the travel retail market.

in terms of production, distribution and

on the market – in airport stores and

marketing. In 2009, the Marcorossi Group

international fairs that are visited by people
from all over the world.

ethos has survived the ravages of fickle
fashion. The Nougat London fashion name

What are your objectives?

settled its most recent agreement with the

has become established throughout its

Firstly, we wish to increase our knowledge

Italian fashion group, GATTINONI Spa, which

home country, the wider continent of Europe,

of the duty free marketplace; with a better

chose the Marcorossi Srl experience and

What are your objectives?

North America, and other key global markets.

understanding of local markets, we feel we

knowledge to produce and distribute its

At this year’s exhibition, we are launching

In 2000 Nougat London launched the Body to

will be better able to serve our customers.

accessories. With the license agreement, the

products from the Italian brand Gattinoni.

Home range. January 2011 saw the launch

Secondly, we wish to introduce the Nougat

two companies have enjoyed great success

What we are promoting during the

of Nougat London’s first grooming range

London brand to the duty free market for the

with the Planetarium print by Leonardo

exhibition is a complete set of bags, small

designed for men.

first time. With a collection of handbag and

da Vinci. Nowadays, this represents the

leather goods, belts, watches, scarves and

travel essentials in our toiletries collection,

leitmotif of the group.

shoes. Our best sellers are bags from the

Who buys your products?

the potential to grow within the travel

Planetarium collection, which is having

The Nougat London Toiletries range has a

industry is very exciting for us.

great success in Italy and abroad. Our

broad appeal to women of all ages who are

objective is focusing on this line since it is

products. Our vintage inspired, classical

What is your Unique Selling
Point (USP)?

packaging ranges from illustrated cartons to

For the clothing collection, the use of

elegant glass decanters so the collection has

detailed embellishment and embroidery

been designed to appeal to women of all ages.

used to complement stunning prints, some

The Nougat London Clothing range offers

of which are hand-painted, means each

a truly feminine addition to women’s

piece is unique, feminine and fused with

wardrobes this season. The collection

a twist of contemporary elegance. Our

appeals to all women who wish to capture

toiletries collection catches your eye with

the timeless appeal of classic tailoring and

the stunning, vintage inspired packaging, yet

understated glamour.

the product inside is what creates our army

looking for indulgent, pampering and quirky

of fans with fabulously indulgent, ingredientled products.
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03

04

05

Secret Wish 03

Moses Vodka 04

Jack Russell Malletier 05

Ambassadeurs Village U10

Yellow Village E30

Red Village J21

Who are you?

Who are you?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Founded by travel retail veterans Nadia

Global Drinks Finland is a trendy and

Aesthetically, Jack Russell Malletier

To promote the JRM brand and to introduce

Skouri and Pierre Freyssinet, Secret Wish

innovative alcoholic beverages producer. Our

marries the traditions and codes of the

our concept to the main duty free operators

is a new jewellery brand based in Paris.

goal is to introduce to the market products

great luggage makers and fashion. The

and airlines in order to develop the travel

Its first collection will hit the market this

that have qualities that the market does not

trunk is the central element of the JRM

retail business, which is a key market for

autumn.

yet have. One of our main specialities is that

concept. Made for travel or for housing,

our JRM bags and luggage.

we mostly use natural ingredients and ultra-

the JRM trunk is chic and practical. Its

premium spirits in our products.

distinctive craftsmanship and unique

What are your objectives?

palette of colours will seduce the most

To be recognised as a brand with a strong

Who buys your products?
Since Secret Wish concentrates exclusively
on travel retail markets, we are targeting

Who buys your products?

demanding connoisseurs of fine luggage.

identity and commercial potential in this

every mobile customer, from fashionistas on

It depends on the product. For example,

The JRM trunks can also be used for

sector.

the go, to road warriors willing to bring back

we have one product – Moses Vodka – that

storage to respond to the constraints of

home a gift for their beloved ones.

is mainly targeted towards Jewish people

restricted space.

What is your USP?

and is the first super premium vodka for

Based on this unique concept, the wide

Value for money, style, novelty and

Why exhibit now?

the Jewish Passover. Then again, we have

range of bags, luggage and small leather

uniqueness.

We obviously could not exhibit before,

other products that are targeted for modern,

goods for men and women is dedicated to

since Secret wish did not yet exist. But we

trendy and high-end people.

the most sophisticated people, either for

certainly did not want to delay this great

holidays or for day-to-day use. It is with

opportunity to showcase our products and

Why exhibit now?

these demanding quality requirements that

the brand’s value to our core market buyers.

We haven’t introduced any of our products to

JRM has developed luggage and bags that

the tax free market yet, and we decided that

are elegant and practical.

What are your objectives?

now is the time to do that. We are taking it

Obviously, we do expect to secure additional

one step at a time and this year we will be

Who buys your products?

listings. But we do also value the opportunity

mainly introducing our Moses Vodka.

Men and women from 30 to 50 years old,
looking for unique and exclusive bags and

to share with buyers their knowledge
and experience about their customers’

What are your objectives?

expectations, as well as their feedback on

We hope to achieve awareness for our

our products and the company’s positioning.

company in the tax free industry and, from

luggage at reasonable prices.

there, general international awareness.

What is your USP?
‘Consistency’ is what our clients seem to

What is your USP?

value in our offer. Our strategic target is the

You get something others don’t have.

inflight retail channel, and this translates
into every aspect of our production, from the
jewellery design itself to the packaging, and
from the attention brought to the pack-shot
to our choice of gifts-with-purchase, which
are perfectly suited to customers on the go.
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01

Kindly
sponsored by:
They’re off…

RUNNING!

reassuringly called L’Escale d’Hiver (‘refuge
from winter’) running towards the western end
of the island. After about 1.5km they arrived at
Pont de la Convention by which time the party
had already broken into a leaders’ group, a
midfield, and ‘the trailers’ – most, but not all
these, the wrong side of 50.

01 Patrick Bouchard, Puig’s GM Travel Retail: “I look like
Carl Lewis…” (No you don’t Patrick, not on any level).
02 Victors: Guy Le Bars, Ets Pons’ logistics director; Nestlé
International Travel Retail’s head of sales, Roland Stieger,
and Fady Abounaoum, regional business manager. (Fady is
training for the Dubai Marathon in January.)
03 Roberto Crom, CEO, B+D, completes his 10km: “It’s not
the taking part that’s important, it’s the not coming last.”

It had stopped raining but the temperature was

What seemed like 5cm of rain in five
minutes on the Quai Laubeuf did not
dissuade this year’s hardy runners
from boarding the Vision des Mer to
set sail for Ile St Marguerite. There
were two runs offered this year –
5km and 10km – but all this year’s
participants elected to take the
longer course covering an entire
circuit of the island. 15 people took
part in the jogging and hiking.

02

03

Red Village M24
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m
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climbing above 20C – nothing to some of those
from Dubai or Buenos Aires, but quite a warm

shelter of L’Escale d’Hiver (yes it was raining

track temperature to those from Finland and

hard again now) – they were in fact some 1km

Scotland. Because of the cool rain most had

into their second lap of the island.

set off without water. There is just one drinking

This was meant to be a jog – not a competition.

fountain on the route…it does not work.

But there was a definite desire to be first back

But this mattered less as the runners

to Place Jean Becaille. Instead of triumph the

knew they were heading into the last 2km

leaders had now been resolutely beaten back

because Cannes and the flags of the Palais

by the midfielders who, in a great show of

were fluttering to the right. But, instead of

magnanimity, had already taken all the best

sprinting home under a canopy of the fragrant

tables for themselves by the beach. They may

scent of pines on a carpet of needles, the

not have run very fast, but they were already

“Just run with the sea on your right,”

leading fanatical runners found themselves

on their second serving of espresso.

explained our expert guide Sebastian. “If

scrambling over boulders, and then up

“Have you heard the tale of the hare and the

you can’t see the sea, or if you cross the

steps – about 200 metres of them. They

tortoise?” asked Nestlé’s Roland Stieger,

water, then you are in trouble – you may

had a distinct feeling of being lost, and not

in between mouth-fulls of pain au chocolat

possibly be in Africa in which case, you’ll

unreasonably so. They were. They had taken

to a dishevelled travel retail executive as he

miss breakfast.” The group set off to an

the steeper, more treacherous high road

emerged from the tropical downpour. The

enthusiastic fast start from the restaurant

with the result that instead of falling into the

reply is not recorded…

hiking
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Hiking in
the rain
Joggers and hikers alike braved
the rain and set off at 08:30 to Île St
Marguerite by boat. This year, the
hike included a one-hour guided
walking tour, followed by an archery
competition and a healthy breakfast.

Kindly
sponsored by:

01

Naturalist and local tour guide Richard

Marguerite is also home to many eucalyptus –

Petitjean explained the island’s history and local

all water-absorbing trees planted deliberately

flora and fauna. St Marguerite is the largest of

in swampy areas to dry the land. On St

the four islands of the ‘Îles de Lérins’, located

Marguerite, around 10 species can be found; “but

in the bay of Cannes. Lero – the former name

unfortunately,” Richard said, “no koalas”.

of the island – was historically important for

In November each year, the hunt for the so-

trade and coastal navigation, and was once

called ‘black diamonds’ – black truffles – begins.

populated by Lebanese and Syrian tradesmen

Found under the oak trees, while pigs were once

who brought vines and the crafting of olive oil to

used, nowadays specially-trained dogs perform

the region. Infamously, the island’s fort served

the same work – they tire more easily, but are

as the prison of ‘The Man in the Iron Mask’

less likely to gobble-up their precious finds.

between 1687 and 1698.

Richard also pointed out myrtle, the berries

Further south, Île St Honorat – named after monk

and leaves of which are used for making

Honorat d’Arles – is home to the oldest abbey in

perfume, but also for the locally-made

competition emerged. The TFWA Dailies’ own

the Mediterranean. In the east, next to the small

aperitif wine ‘Vin de Myrte’ – for which he also

Erika Neudert won by a whisker, ahead of

island ‘La Tradelière’, ancient shipwrecks have

gave us his own special recipe.

‘Robin Hood’ Jukka Vähäkoski, area manager

been found, loaded with still-preserved amphorae

After the hike the group met Christel Dumas,

Helsinki, Pernod Ricard Travel Retail Europe,

containing olive oil, wine, nuts, figs and dates.

for a special lesson in archery. After a

followed by Ralf Zepter, director sales Asia,

In addition to imported cedar trees, St

general introduction and practice, a fierce

Villiger Cigars.

02

01 Richard Petitjean divulges his recipe for myrtle wine.
Ingredients: 600g myrtle berries, 100g myrtle leaves, 5l
white wine, 1l alcohol (schnapps, grappa, etc), 1 vanilla pod,
1 clove, sugar (optional). Preparation: Mix the ingredients
and leave to rest in a cool place. After 30-40 days, filter the
myrtle, and store in a cool place. Serve as aperitif...
02 Jukka ‘Robin Hood’ Vähäkoski, area manager Helsinki,
Pernod Ricard Travel Retail Europe.
03 “Under that oak you’ll find black diamonds” – expert
guide, Richard Petitjean, explains the principles of
harvesting truffles to hikers Crystal Kwong, account
manager, Toscow; Ralf Zepter, director sales Asia,
Villiger Cigars, and Jukka Vähäkoski, area manager
Helsinki, Pernod Ricard Travel Retail Europe.

Richard also
pointed out
myrtle, the
berries and
leaves of which
are used for
making perfume,
but also for the
locally-made
aperitif wine ‘Vin
de Myrte’

03
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The winners: Sebastian Clausen, regional director,
Africa, Middle East & Asia Pacific, Imperial
Tobacco; Patrick Vorstenbosch, managing partner,
Brandforce Distribution; Gilles Pommereau,
president & CEO, Zylangia; and Anders Taunoe,
director of sales, airport advertising, Clear Channel,
were presented with their trophies by Olivier Bottrie,
president, Estée Lauder Travel Retail Worldwide
and the Estée Lauder girls.

GOLF – RAIN
OR SHINE

Organised by:

More than 100 golfers braved the
early morning rain to tee off this
year’s TFWA World Exhibition with a
round of golf at the Cannes Mandelieu
Golf Club, Old Course. It was the 25th
anniversary of the course hosting the
annual tournament, which was for
the first time co-sponsored by Estée
Lauder and Gebr. Heinemann.
Play was delayed for around an hour
because of the wet conditions but the
players’ patience was rewarded when the
round got underway just after 09:00.
A total of 28 teams made their way out
onto the course not only to make the most
of an early networking opportunity, but
with the aim of taking home the trophy at
the end of the day.
Showing the friendly yet competitive nature
of the tournament, a few holes into his
game, Peter Marshall, managing director,
Marshall Arts, said: “It’s great fun so far but
Mark Scott, CEO, EC Scott Group; James Goldstein, owner,
Samez Worldwide; Elisabeth Faivre, CEO, Elsa Group S.A.M;
and John Marcheschi, president, Sequel International.

you need to get birdies if you want to win and
we’re only about even at the moment!”
A few more rain showers failed to dampen

Clive de la Roche, sales
manager, Bonardo Travel
Retail; Asaki Sachio, CEO,
Asaki International; Ariel
Gentzbourger, senior vice
president, Shiseido; and Harry
Diehl, managing director,
Gebr. Heinemann.
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golf
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the players’ spirits and, as he teed off at

Distribution’s Patrick Vorstenbosch, and

the 7th hole, John Marcheschi, president,

Anders Taunoe of Clear Channel.

Sequel International, along with his

After the teammates received their trophies,

teammates, was starting to find form.

Clausen said: “We’re extremely happy. It’s been

“You’ve caught us at a good time,” he said,

a great team effort and we didn’t really expect to

“because we’ve just hit our first birdie!”

win. It’s been a fantastic event and it’s provided

After more than four hours of action, each

a great atmosphere to start the week.”

of the teams made their way back to the

During the presentation ceremony, Gebr.

clubhouse, where they were treated to a

Heinemann co-owners Claus and Gunnar

lavish reception and lunch, while prizes

Heinemann presented Olivier Bottrie,

kindly donated by the sponsors and

president, Estée Lauder Travel Retail

numerous other suppliers were awarded

Worldwide, with a 115,000 cheque for the

to the day’s best players. There were

Breast Cancer Research Foundation, which

prizes for the longest drive, nearest the

Estée Lauder continually supports.

pin and closest to the line, but the prize

After thanking Gebr. Heinemann for the kind

everyone was after was for the overall

donation, Bottrie said: “As a company we are

winning team and that honour went to

very pleased to be able to participate as a co-

Sebastian Clausen of Imperial Tobacco,

sponsor along with Gebr. Heinemann on the 25th

Gilles Pommereau of Zylangia, Brandforce

anniversary of the golf event at this golf course.”

Luke Maga, global travel retail manager, Beam Global Spirits & Wine Asia Pacific; Neil Lovett, representing SBXL; Bente
Nilsen, representing Oslo Airport; and Gunnar Heinemann, co-owner, Gebr. Heinemann.
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petanque
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was in equally good spirits: “The rain is
very interesting, but after the rain comes
the sun. It is the second time I have played
and it has been great fun.”
Braun's Klaus Mellin came prepared
with an umbrella and waterproof jacket.
"I needed both – I was ready," he said.
Despite not winning the pétanque
tournament, Mellin expects a good show,
reporting that he had never before had so
many pre-arranged appointments.

02

There were a variety of techniques on
display, with many attempting to counteract
the effects of the damp playing surface by

01

throwing the ball high into the air towards
the jack. The games were invariably close

Passion for
pEtanque

and in some cases decided by the use of

The popular pétanque was fully
subscribed, with 54 enthusiastic
participants. Despite the weather,
they did not let the rain disrupt the
tournament, displaying a definite
passion to play.

complete their games during breaks from

always take the first point. We will be back

the rain. The weather did not dampen

to defend our title next year.”

spirits. “Now we will swim 50m twice!”

Magnanimous in victory, Deluca said:

joked Sven Collyn, of Rebis International,

“I didn’t expect to win, but I had great

after completing his game. “My team lost

teammates.” Poilblanc added: “It was a

in the first round, but I play every year

very difficult competition and a surprise to

and will be back again next year to try

win. Our team had complementary talents

The standard was high and the action

again,” he added.

and the longer we played, the better we got.

fast-paced as the players looked to

Jean-Michel Bostroem, of Juliet Has a Gun,

Our motto was: ‘Yes we Cannes!’”

01 The winners: Ross Deluca of Ferrero Travel Market,
Neville Chamberlin of Chamberlin Agencies, Laurent
Poilblanc of Holland Trading Group, and Cyril Goauec of
Ferrero Travel Market.
02 Cyril Goauec of Ferrero Travel Market concentrates as
he takes a throw in yesterday morning's pétanque final.

a tape measure.
The winning team of four was Ferrero
Travel Market’s Cyril Goauec and Ross
Deluca, Holland Trading Group’s Laurent
Poilblanc, and Neville Chamberlin of
Chamberlin Agencies. “After a rainy day, we
were able to finish the party!” commented
Goauec. “It was a good final and our team
had fantastic team spirit. Our tactic was to

Kindly
sponsored by:
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Scent
Success

Each guest was allocated a workstation in
the science laboratory style setting, complete
with nine essences, glass beakers to mix
them in and an empty 100ml, golden-capped
bottle to fill with their finished creations.
They were guided through the process of
making an Eau de Cologne, which typically

TuTu, Orange Twist and Zest de
Vireinia were just some of the
bespoke fragrances created by show
delegates at the Perfume Masterclass
at Fragonard Parfumeur in Grasse
yesterday morning.

contains around seven per cent essential
oils, including lemon, orange, and bergamot.
“It usually takes around 50 different
essences to blend a scent,” said Tosello.
“Top notes provide freshness while fruity,
flowery and spicy extras add depth and help
determine the fragrance family. Professional

The 90-minute workshop drew a 23-strong

perfumers use a mixture of natural and

crowd and was hosted by Consultant

synthetic scents to create a sophisticated

Perfumer Corinne Marie Tosello who, as

aroma, just like Chanel No. 5.”

carefully until the balance was to their liking.

them, Tosello handed out personalised

a seasoned nose, can blindly identify up to

Guests picked the essences that most

“I stated with Brazilian orange, then added red

diplomas in perfumery. “Keep your scents

2,000 different scents.

appealed and blended them slowly and

Italian mandarin and tried to soften the effect

in the fridge to help them stay fresher for

with lavender,” said Marit Seim, category

longer,” she advised.

manager Perfumes & Cosmetics, Tallink, who

After the Masterclass, the group was given

got a “very good” from Tosello.

a tour of the factory by tour guide Sophie

“My scent is bergamot and lavender based,”

Macintosh, where they could learn about

said Sea Eklund, trade marketing manager

distillation techniques and other production

travel retail, Saether Oy. “My husband wanted

processes. Next stop was the gift shop where

me to make a scent for him, but my creation

they could sample some of Fragonard’s

seems to be unisex so I will wear it too.”

best selling scents, such as Diamant, which

Francois Imbert, purchasing manager,

contains mandarin, orange, rose, jasmine,

Diplomatic Supply Service, made a scent for

caramel, patchouli and musk.

his wife Vireinia. “My wife lives in Spain and

“Fragrance trends are cyclical, but the next

the women there like very fresh scents so I

big thing in perfumery is ‘gourmand scents’,

used lots of lemon, verbena and petit grain to

which describes yummy ingredients such

balance it out – I call it Zest de Vireinia.”

as caramel,” said Macintosh. “In men’s

Once everyone had decantered their blends

perfumery, tonka bean is the ingredient of the

into the bottles, devised a name and labelled

moment.” Travel retailers, take note.
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wine tasting

Monastic
wines
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Braving high winds and lashing rain
our intrepid band of 23 landed ashore
L’Ile Saint Honorat to view a beautiful
fortified monastery and taste the
wines that have been produced at this
holy site since the 15th Century.

eucalyptus and pine trees, to be met by
our guide, Anne Leberger, who told us the
fascinating history of the island.
The first monastery was founded in
AD 400 by St Honorat of Gaul and
successfully became a place of quiet
pilgrimage for many hundreds of years,

Beneath colourful umbrellas we trod

during which it was visited by many

a narrow path up to the gateway of

famous priests, including St Patrick of

L’Abbaye de Lérins, flanked by cypresses,

Ireland, before suffering raids in the 11th

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION monday 19 september 2011

Century from marauding pirates. The

a fruity tanniny Syrah of 14.5% proof.

embattled monks shot at the invaders

One of the Syrahs won a Gold medal at

with cannons placed high on the ramparts

the 2005 San Francisco International

of the huge square tower. However, after

Wine Competition.

years of repeated attacks, much of the

The monks produce other reds using

monastery was destroyed by Genoan

Pinot Noir and Mourvèdre grapes and

pirates in the 14 Century.

an intoxicating Chartreuse-type liqueur

What remains are impressive

called Lèrina Verte at 50% proof and

Romanesque cloisters and the church

a “lérincello”, neither of which we

of St Marie with the empty shells of

sampled , although the drinking of

three side chapels. From this place of

which we suspected was a very monkish

contemplation we climbed winding stairs

habit! However, the Abbey is quite

up the castellated tower by the sea

a commercial enterprise with 40,000

with breathtaking views across the bay

bottles produced a year, some exported

towards Cannes.

as far as Vietnam supplied from eight

Of course we came to drink the wine and

hectares of vineyard, four each for reds

we were not disappointed when Frère

and whites.

Marie Paques, one of 20 Cistercian monks

We ended our tour with a very pleasant

who reside here, invited us to taste two of

lunch at La Tonnelle restaurant before

their most popular offerings – La Cuvée

heading back for the boat feeling a

St Pierre 2007, a mixture of Chardonnay

lot better than when we arrived, light

and Clairette grapes with a light floral

headed, full of jokes and laughter, and by

flavour, and La Cuvée Saint Honorat 2007,

now wet in all the right places.

th

Of course we
came to drink
the wine and we
were not
disappointed
when Frère
Marie Paques,
one of 20
Cistercian
monks who
reside here,
invited us to
taste two of
their most
popular
offerings
TFWA DAILY – 35
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Volley good show
01 Life’s a beach! Winners Andrey Nerushay, Unitop; Alan
Brennan, Nestlé; and Graham Baulch, Nestlé, flanked by
event organisers Oliver Gau and Philippe Vallini.
02 Calm before the storm: finalists line up: L-R Suzanne
Duff, Recife; Claudio Boccanfuso BC Corp; Leo Smaga,
Recife; Andrey Nurushay, Unitop; and Nestlé’s Alan
Brennan and Graham Baulch.

01

02
Flashes of rain and a windy backdrop
couldn’t dampen the enthusiasm of
faithful attendees to the new beach
volleyball competition yesterday. The
inaugural event, held on Macé beach
adjacent to the Croisette, brought
together players of all abilities to
take part in a spectacle brimmed full
of sandy acrobatics, floating lobs and
angled smashes. Debuting alongside
regular sporting and leisure events
such as golf, pétanque, jogging and
hiking, the tournament organisers
aimed to combine the new sport
with the beauty and versatility of the
beach setting.
“Cannes is close to the beauty of the
Mediterranean and we’ve been proposing
this event for a few years,” said Francois
Leleu, of the event organiser. “We want it
to be an ‘all you can do on a beach’ event
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and we have other sports such as frisbee,

Newcomers to the Cannes show were

lucky losers loss to team 3, the TFWA Daily’s

peteca and beach soccer.”

also guaranteed a warm welcome

Luke Barras-Hill, Soren Terndrup Hansen

Twelve gallant participants were

partaking in an event which hopes to

from Storck and Rohit Jain from Nestlé

organised into four teams of three,

amass a universal appeal for the show

International Travel Retail bowed out.

going head to head in a series of first to

in years to come.

As the heavens opened again, a rain

15-point matches. Each team played two

“It’s my first time at the exhibition this year

soaked huddle under the event tent gave

matches, with a penultimate lucky losers

and I used to play volleyball when I was

organisers a chance to firm up what was

play-off preceding a final showdown

14, captaining my team, so I think this is a

to be a compelling final.

between the two most successful groups

great idea,” said Recife’s Suzanne Duff.

Boundless passion and some precision

– providing a competitive but relaxed start

After a series of early matches, including

serving from Nestlé duo Graham Baulch

to the busy week ahead.

a valiantly fought 15-6 loss to team 4 and a

and Alain Brennan in team 1, alongside
Andrey Nerushay from Unitop, was
enough to beat the tactical nous of

"It’s my first time at the exhibition
this year and I used to play
volleyball when I was 14, captaining
my team, so I think this is a great idea,"
said Recife’s Suzanne Duff.

Recife’s Suzanne Duff, Leo Smaga and
Claudio Boccanfuso from BC Corp in team
4 to triumph 15-4 in the final.
“We’re unbeaten and it feels fantastic,”
said Brennan, as the final splash of sand
and some satisfied faces brought an
end to a successful tournament cameo,
defeating the elements and shining bright
in Cannes for the first time.

new products

NEW
GLOLIGHT
RANGE
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Retail prices will range from US$8 to US$20.
Meanwhile, Wizz is also launching an
interchangeable watch for children. Bright,
colourful and fully interchangeable, the
straps, case, and bezel can all be changed,
depending upon the wearer’s mood or outfit.
The set includes one watch with Japanese

Toy and gadget specialist, Wizz, is

movement, three different coloured straps,

introducing a new souvenir range under the

three cases, and three bezels. It’s aimed at

Glolight brand at TFWA World Exhibition.

children and teenagers, and comes in a gift

This innovative destination specific

box. The set retails at $50 and is said to be

collection combines completely new items

perfect for inflight sales as well as ground-

with best sellers from the Wizz range, such

shop sales.

as the neck cushion, which have been given
a Middle East regional design makeover.

Green Village K69

KARELIA AIRLINE
SALES +20%

The line also includes a collection of glowing
tea light holders, already a proven success

Karelia Tobacco Company returns to Cannes

(Regular, Blue, Crème and Menthol), and

for Wizz with excellent sales in Dubai

with a brand new stand in the Bay Village

George Karelias and Sons Virginia Filters,

Duty Free, Bahrain and Muscat Duty

(BAY 6). On display will be famous brand

are very popular. Sales through a major

Free over the past few years,

families – George Karelias and Sons, Omé,

British airline for Karelia Slims Menthol

plus a scented candle in a

Karelia Slims, Karelia Family, Karelia

increased by more than 20% in the first

tin and a set of scented

Royal, American Legend, and Wellington.

half of 2011.

tea lights. All can be

Karelia's strength in travel retail is based on

In the Far East, sales of George Karelias

tailored to any desired

a broad portfolio of brands with appeal to all

and Sons (for luxury segment connoisseurs)

destination.

customer tastes. Instantly recognisable lines

to Chinese duty free outlets have shown a

The company has

such as Karelia Slims, or the sophisticated

significant percentage growth, while duty

recently completed

Omé super slims lipstick formats appeal

free sales to the Middle East have also

a large programme

to travellers who are attracted to Karelia's

increased compared to the same period last

for DFS for 10 of its

sleek, custom-built displays in airports.

year. The RYO version of George Karelias

destinations, and

The attractive pricing and eye-catching

and Sons has also become very popular due

is convinced that

presentation of its special duty free/travel

to the growth of this particular category.

the concept has huge

retail multipack offers of 400's, 800's

potential globally.

and 1000's for the brands Karelia Slims
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THREE NEW LAMBRETTAS

24 Carat Cognac

Two years after the launch of its

graphite, and gold – in a travel retail price

The new XO 24 Carats will be presented

balance, elegance and softness.

Cielo Concept the “revolutionary” gift

range of 155/$75–175/$100.

on the A. de Fussigny Cognac stand in

Available in a 70cl bottle and carrying

packaging line of Lambretta Watches has

Initially, new Cielo Mesh models will be

Cannes, following its release into the

a recommended price tag of 1150, the

established a proven track record with

launched exclusively for airline inflight sales

travel retail market.

product boasts a slick design with a golden

travel retail and is now set to be extended

but will become available to other travel

Developed for the duty free channel, the

topped decanter in a luxurious embossed

with three new models.

retail channels after 2011.

product completes the range of A. de

gold and red gift box.

Fussigny Cognac, consisting of Selection,

At TFWA World Exhibition, A. de Fussigny

Supérieur Fine Champagne and the brand's

Cognac will also introduce four new vintages

flagship XO Fine Champagne.

to its line of exceptional eaux-de-vie. These

A 100% Grande Champagne (Premier Grand

vintages are 1969, 1970, 1975 and 1988.

All three watches have mesh bracelets
available in three metallic shades – silver,

Yellow Village F60

Cru) cognac bottled at 43% vol., XO 24
Carats offers outstanding aromatic richness,

Red Village K21
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Misaki's
first
men's
watches
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of Misaki’s Monte-Carlo home: The ‘7’
full-black watch, including black leather
bracelet; the ‘Adrenalin’ model which,
with its massive stainless steel case, is
reminiscent of the dials on the dashboards
of famous racing cars; and the ‘MC 98’

Anniversary
edition

dual time which, with a sparkly globe
sculptured in the dial, celebrates both

The Montblanc Nicolas Rieussec

Monte Carlo’s international aura, and its

Chronograph Anniversary Edition timepiece

enduring travel spirit.

is being presented at TFWA World Exhibition.

More than 20 years after its creation as

In all, there are 18 individual timepieces

As the chronograph this year celebrates

a highly specialised company focusing

in the collection, including four models of

its 190th anniversary, the model has been

exclusively on selling pearl jewellery to

the MC 98 available as a special version

produced in homage to its inventor.

airlines, Misaki has diversified its brand

for women.

The most eye-catching feature of the new

with the creation of a new collection of

Some 100 airlines now stock Misaki

Anniversary Edition is its unmistakable

men’s watches.

pearl jewellery.

face. A subtle and pure, yet classique

In all, there are three powerful lines which
all pay tribute to the sporting connections

Yellow Village E26

guilloche pattern gives emphasis to
its iconic features.
An hours circle with black or
white numerals displays the
time, the subdial on the left can
tally up to 60 seconds, while the
disk on the right can count a
maximum of 30 minutes.
Between the spokes of
skeletonised date disk is a plate
adorned with Geneva waves and the
Montblanc emblem.
To do justice to the anniversary and the
limited edition, the Montblanc Nicolas
Rieussec Anniversary Edition Chronograph
is available only in 950 platinum and 18 carat
white or red gold.

Red Village L10
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Exceptional
eyewear
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Exclusive
whiskey

a category where demand for niche brands
is growing. Exclusivity and premium go hand
in hand in travel retail but, in addition to
that, the traveller needs to be engaged with
a product that is different to anything else in
the market place.”

Eyewear specialist B+D

A new category in premium whiskey can be

The bottle and gift tube design is clean,

(Buch+Deichmann) will be showcasing

seen at TFWA World Exhibition this week,

stylish and elegant.

the 2012 sunglasses collection, as well

with the arrival of Orbis Aged World Whiskey

a new range of readers, which were

from St James Distillery, which is exhibiting

launched this year.

on the L&L sas stand.

The company’s sunglasses and

Orbis Aged World Whiskey is the

readers have both enjoyed strong

first in a planned portfolio of

sales this year and B+D will be

brands from St James Distillery

presenting its new display and

which are designed with the

merchandising ideas in Cannes,

traveller in mind and exclusively

including the new promotional

available through travel retail.

pack for Readers.

A global blend of the finest

One of the new promotions being

aged whiskeys selected by

launched will be the new Pack X3,

its Master Blender from

which offers consumers three pairs

Scotland, Ireland,

of RL Readers in assorted colours.

America, Canada and

The product carries a special

Japan, Orbis is a small

promotional price, offering

batch whiskey with

a discount of 20%.

each bottle individually

B+D’s Roberto Crom said: “RL

hand numbered.

Readers were specially selected

Janet Murphy, St

as they are exceptionally thin and

James Distillery

lightweight, with a very flexible,

marketing director,

break-resistant TR90 frame.

said: “A world blend

They fit well on most types of

has never been

faces, which has made them an

launched before. Orbis

all-time bestseller.”

offers something

Yellow Village A21
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unique for the
travelling consumer in

Green Village M71
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Indulgent delights
Valrhona is presenting two new gift boxes

showcased on the Valrhona stand is the

this year in Cannes. Created exclusively for

Travel Gift Box, which includes four 70g

duty free distribution channels, the new gift

bars: Manjari, Caraïbe, Alpaco and Taïnori.

boxes offer indulgent chocolate made with

The recommended price point is 122.90.

the most refined products.
The Dark Chocolate Grand Crus ganaches

Riviera Village RA5

ZEADES’
NEW
LEATHER
GEMS

and action in resolutely-assertive and
technical designs.
Delicate eyelet patterns and tiny seed pearls
feature in the special Leather Lace line.
Inspired by Monaco’s royal wedding, coins,
adorned with crowns and coats of arms,
mark the union of embossed leather coins.
The introduction of ZEADES leather fashion
jewellery on leading international airlines,
upmarket locations in X’ian and Beijing,

ZEADES is showcasing its new collections

as well as the ZEADES boutiques in Miami

gift box boasts an

of fashion jewellery, created with leather

and Tel Aviv, mark the success of the Monte

unprecedented fusion

as soft and sensual as silk. The new

Carlo-based company.

of Grand Crus along

ladies' collection 'Côté Mer' marks the

with Earl Grey tea

introduction of the new tonality ‘Sargasso

from Ceylon, Grand

Blue’, harmonising virtuously with white,

Cru from Brazil,

cinnamon and ebony. The contrasting ‘Bain

Arabica coffee

de Minuit’ collection features drama

from Ethiopia and

and glamour in black, red,

Espelette pepper.

silver and gold.

The Assorted

For gentlemen, the first

Chocolate Ganaches

men-only catalogue

gift box comprises

was created by

traditional recipes,

designer Danielle

coated in dark and

Devresse; ‘Offshore’

milk chocolate,

mirrors speed, sport

Blue Village D18

with Cappuccino,
Caramel Salé, Grand
Cru Guanaja, and
Grand Cru Tanariva.
Both boxes contain
16 pieces and have a
recommended price
point of 122.
Also being
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New
Dubliner
gift tin

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
63, Rue de la boétie
75008 Paris France

First Ireland Spirits, which is exhibiting

Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

on the Bord Bia stand at TFWA World
Exhibition, is introducing a new gift tin for its
The Dubliner, Irish whiskey liqueur.

ALAIN MAINGREAUD
Managing Director
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

A blend of honeycomb, caramel and whiskey,
Dubliner Irish Whiskey Liqueur is designed
to capture the essence of Dublin culture.

cecile lamotte
Marketing Director
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

The labelling and bottle design plays an
important role, combining images of grain
with a strong, decisive description of the
product, brought together by the immortal
words of James Joyce: “When I die, Dublin

PRODUCED BY

will be written in my heart.”
Johnny Harte, sales and marketing
director, said: “The Dubliner has had a
good reception since its launch in 2009
and, on request from retailers, we have
introduced this new canister to make the

IAN HILL
Publisher

product more giftable.”
The First Ireland Spirits portfolio also

ian@pps-publications.com

includes a variety of Irish Cream liqueurs,
PAUL HOGAN
Managing Director

including well known brands Feeney’s and
Brogan’s Irish Cream.

paul@pps-publications.com

Mediterranean
Village N17

ROSS FALCONER
Editor
ross@pps-publications.com

RYAN GHEE
Assistant Editor

New
Cutty
Sark
profile

ryan@pps-publications.com

bring the brand right up-to-date.
The investment includes a new deluxe range,
including aged blends of Cutty Sark, a full
packaging update and an expanded distribution
plan that sees the brand enter new markets
including global travel retail, South Africa,
Russia, Turkey and Brazil, as well as returning
One of the primary objectives of the
signature yellow label with a revised clipper

The Edrington Group is using TFWA World

icon on a new shaped glass bottle to appeal in

Exhibition as the platform to unveil the first

duty free and travel retail markets worldwide.

stage of a complete relaunch of Cutty Sark

The new design, exclusive to global travel

Blended Scotch Whisky.

retail, is being unveiled on the Maxxium

Following its acquisition of Cutty Sark in April

Travel Retail stand at TFWA World Exhibition.

more than £100 million over five years to

erika@pps-publications.com

FAYE rowe
Fashion & Beauty Editor
faye@pps-publications.com

to several other markets including the UK.
investment is to create a more contemporary

2010, The Edrington Group will be investing

ERIKA NEUDERT
Assistant Editor

Green Village M53

JENNY RAYNER
Sales Director
jenny@pps-publications.com

RICHARD JENDE
Head Designer
richard@pps-publications.com

JOEL MITCHELL
Designer
GRANT PRITCHARD
Photographer
photography@grantpritchard.co.uk

A big expression
of ‘Made in Italy’
This is the second year at TFWA World

the chance to play with words and jewels.

Exhibition for Brosway ITALIA’s fashion

This year Brosway ITALIA will also present

jewellery, with the highly successful Très

the style and colours of next season’s

Jolie Collection being exhibited to the trade.

Brosway Watches, including its Aviatore

An innovative way to wear jewels, Très

Collection, which obviously has great

Jolie is made of 316L stainless steel and

significance to the travel retail environment.

Swarovski elements, allowing endless
coloured combinations, custom-looks, and
46 – TFWA DAILY
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